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In this brochure, we invite you to embark on 

a journey with Mountain‘s Goat, where you‘ll 

discover how this exceptional beverage 

embodies the essence of mindful drinking.

Join us as we explore the exquisite flavors of 

bitter Alpine herbs and delve into the world of 

mixology, where creativity and consciousness 

unite in every glass. 

Let Mountain‘s Goat be your guide to the 

present moment, where awareness and 

enjoyment become one, and the Alpen Spirit 

comes to life in every sip.



Mindful Drinking is not just a trend; it’s a lifestyle 

that promotes conscious consumption and a deeper 

connection to our surroundings. 

As we explore the art of mixology, Mountain’s Goat 

becomes our canvas, allowing us to craft exquisite 

cocktails that resonate with the essence of the Alps. 

With each carefully measured ingredient, we blend 

tradition with innovation, creating drinks that are not 

just indulgent but also mindful expressions of our 

appreciation for life’s simple pleasures.  



The creation of our unique drinks is 

the result of a close collaboration 

with our Goat friend and mixologist, 

Stephan Haas. With his extensive 

expertise from the outset, Stephan, 

the heart and soul of Fuchs & Hase 

Bar in Innsbruck, Austria, crafted a 

distinctive selection of signature 

drinks for Mountain’s Goat. Stephan 

designed these drinks with a focus 

on versatility and reproducibility. Our 

selection offers something for every 

palate, from refreshingly light to 

exquisitely extraordinary. Each drink 

reflects his craftsmanship and 

passion for mixology. Furthermore, 

the drinks are categorized based on 

their complexity and alcohol content, 

ensuring that you can find exactly 

what you’re looking for while also 

having the opportunity to be 

enchanted by intricate, creative 

cocktails.

Mountain’s Goat Alpen Tonic  

is the quinine-free minimalist among 

the bitter refreshment drinks and 

captivates with its extraordinary taste 

composition made up of a short 

ingredient list of high-quality aromas 

of bitter alpine herbs such as 

vermouth, stabwort, staffwort and 

noble rue, as well as terpenes with 

cannabis profil. 

It doesn’t take much to have it all.  

from Austria

low sugar

quinine-free

terpenes with a 
cannabis profil



On the  
rocks

 Mountain’s Goat Alpen Tonic 

 Lemon zest  

 Herbs branch 

A fine arrangement of bitter mountain herb flavours 

with citrusy lemon balm and cannabis notes tickling 

your palate.

 
Level

0 %
Alcohol

NO
ABV



Purple Goat
 3 cl Lavender syrup 

 2 cl Lemon juice 

 Mountain’s Goat Alpen Tonic

 Lemon zest 

Close your eyes and go on a trip to the French Riviera. 

Blooming lavender fields next to lemon trees makes 

you feel like you are on holidays all year long.

  
Level

0 %
Alcohol

NO
ABV



Cosmock-
politan

 8 cl Cranberry juice 

 2 cl Lime juice  

 Mountain’s Goat Alpen Tonic

 Lime slice

Saver Sex and the City. All the fun without the 

hangover. Mindful, fruity fresh, sweet, bitter and just 

awesomeness.

  
Level

0 %
Alcohol

NO
ABV



Ver to Goat
 5 cl Red vermouth 

 Mountain’s Goat Alpen Tonic

 Orange slice(s) 

We are no musicians but this is still a bitter sweet 

symphony. Sweet vermouth with its fruity wine and 

earthy spice notes is the perfect fit for Mountain’s 

Goat Alpen Tonic. On a smooth summer night with 

friends or a cosy winter afternoon in front of a 

fireplace - this drink will make you smile anytime, 

anywhere, anyways.

 
Level

6 %
Alcohol

LOW
ABV



Mountain 
Sprizz

 White Wine  

 Mountain’s Goat Alpen Tonic 

Easy drinking all day long. Try a fruity natural wine 

from muscat grapes with Mountain’s Goat  

Alpen Tonic.

Level

6 %
Alcohol

LOW
ABV



Rosé Mary
 4 cl Rosé Vermouth

 3 cl Grapefruit juice

 2 cl Rosemary syrup 

 Mountain’s Goat Alpen Tonic

 Rosemary branch 

Here is the perfect summer drink. Rosemary syrup 

and floral rosé vermouth pair beautifully with tarte 

ruby red grapefruit juice.

 
Level

6 %
Alcohol

LOW
ABV



Glow Goat
 4 cl Fat Fritz Mulled Wine Liqueur

 Mountain’s Goat Alpen Tonic 

 Orange zest  

A captivating blend of flavors where the mulled wine 

liqueur imparts a cozy medley of cinnamon, cloves, 

and citrus zest, harmoniously complemented by the 

crisp, invigorating notes of the Alpen Tonic, creating a 

delightful and invigorating sensory experience 

reminiscent of festive gatherings by a crackling 

fireplace in an Alpine cabin.

 
Level

6 %
Alcohol

LOW
ABV



Aufguss  
(Infusion)

 4 cl Alpen Spirit Pine Liqueur

 1.5 cl Lemon juice

 Mountain’s Goat Alpen Tonic

 Pine curl  

A drink that warms your soul like a sauna in a 

mountain hut. Lingering pine flavours with a hint of 

acidity and a little sparkling finish.

   
Level

10 %
Alcohol

MEDIUM
ABV



Beauty & 
Beast 

 4 cl Rose Vermout 

 3 cl Strawberry-whey Cordial 

 2 drops Saline solution

 2 drops Rose Water 

 Mountain’s Goat Alpen Tonic

 Rose leaf

A true beauty. Perfect balance of fruit, floral and 

herbal notes on your palate round up with a lactic 

tartness which makes you become a beast for a refill.

  
Level

10 %
Alcohol

MEDIUM
ABV



Princess  
Peach

 5 cl Infused Bourbon

 1.5 cl Homemade Peach syrup

 2 dash Angostura bitters

 2 dash Peychauds

 1 drop Saline solution

 Mountain’s Goat Alpen Tonic

 Peach slice 

Fresh summer highball with a fragile peach fruitiness 

racing against warm barrel aged Bourbon notes. 

Beware of red shells. 

  
Level

10 %
Alcohol

MEDIUM
ABV



Fat  
Goat

 4 cl Fat Fritz Herbal Liqueur 

 1.5 cl Lime juice

 Mountain’s Goat Alpen Tonic

 Lime slice

A refreshing yet complex drink that dances on the 

palate with a harmonious interplay of earthy, herbal 

undertones and vibrant citrusy tang, making it a truly 

distinctive and invigorating sip. 

Level

10 %
Alcohol

MEDIUM
ABV



Herbal 
Goat

 4 cl Herbal Liqueur

 Basil sweet n sour premix  

 (450 ml lemon juice, 150 ml lime juice,  

 400 ml sugar syrup, 100 g basil premix)

 Mountain’s Goat Alpen Tonic

 Basil branch 

For us, Italian amore means amaro and basil.  

Italian fresh herbal aromas with a subtile peppery 

flavor, vanilla and mint. 

  
Level

10 %
Alcohol

MEDIUM
ABV



Tyrolian 
Dynamite

 4 cl Pine Nut Gin 

 1.5 cl Pine Nut Liqueur

 1.5 cl Limoncello 

 Mountain’s Goat Alpen Tonic

 Lemon wheel

Just the best from Tyrol. Sunny south Tyrolean 

Limoncello meets lingering pine with a hint of juniper. 

Knock on wood, lets get hammered. 

Level

18 %
Alcohol

HIGH
ABV
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It doesn’t take much to have it all. Preferred Partners  
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Recipes  
and tutorials:


